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because each change in the conditions is seen as nothing but
a ' sublimation' of the fundamental factors, and therefore
only an inept expression for the same old thing.
The idea of development is possible only if the concept of
immutable material is not hypostasized through so-called
objective reality, that is, if causality is not assumed to be
identical with the behaviour of things. The developmental
idea demands the possibility of change in substances which,
from the energic standpoint, appear as systems of energy
susceptible of unlimited exchangeability under the principle
of equivalence, and under the obvious presupposition of
the possibility of a difference in potential. Here also, just
as in examining the connexion between causality and finality,
we come upon an insoluble antinomy resulting from the
projection of the energic hypothesis, since an immutable
substance cannot at the same time be an energy system.
According to the mechanistic view, energy is conceived as
dependent on substance. Thus Wundt speaks of an " energy
of the psyche ", which has increased in the course of time,
and this, of course, does not permit the application of the
principles of energy. From the energic standpoint, on the
other hand, substance is merely an expression or sign of an
energic system. This antinomy is only insoluble as long
as it is forgotten that view-points represent fundamental
psychological attitudes, which obviously coincide to some
extent with the conditions of the objects—a coincidence
that renders the view-points practically applicable. It is
intelligible that the causalist as well as the finalist should
fight desperately for the objective validity of his principle,
since the principle each is defending is also that of his personal
attitude to life and the world, and no one will allow without
protest that his attitude may have only a conditional validity.
This unwelcome admission feels somewhat like a suicidal
attempt to saw off the branch upon which one is sitting.
But the unavoidable antinomies, to which logically justified
principles give rise, force us to a fundamental examination

